[NEWPORT BEACH] Media Roundtable Breakfast

Terms:
Business Wire Local Events  Newport Beach Media Breakfast

Location:
Andreis Conscious Cuisine & Cocktails
2607 Main Street
Irvine, CA, 92614
United States
See map: Google Maps

Subtitle:
Meet with some of Newport Beach's most prominent media outlets!

Date and Time:
3/4/15 8:30 am - 10:30 am PST

Event URL:

Registration Link:
Registration Link Title

Registration Details:
RSVP to Bryon.Conner@businesswire.com by March 2, 2015. This event is FREE for Business Wire members.

Speaker(s):
*More speakers to be announced!

Reporter, CBS 2/ KCAL 9
Michele joined KCAL in 1990 as the Orange County reporter and she has loved it there ever since! She now reports from the field for both KCAL 9 and CBS 2. Michele attended UCLA and transferred her junior year to USC to join the Broadcast Journalism School. Upon graduation, Michele landed her first job as a reporter in Palm Springs. From there she was off to Santa Barbara and on to CNN for further reporting assignments. Michele’s busy career has included stories from the Laguna Beach fires, the LA Riots, the abduction of Samantha Runnion and many other important news events. Michele has received many prestigious honors including two Emmy awards, a Golden Mic and the national Clarion Award for the best television spot news story.

Michele Gile

Lead Technology Reporter, Orange County Business Journal
The award-winning journalist tracks more than 40 public companies, including Broadcom Corp. Western Digital Corp., Blizzard Entertainment Inc. and Ingram Micro Inc., as well as several privately-held industry leaders, such as Vizio Inc. and Kingston Technology Inc. He has chronicled Orange County’s diverse start-up community and emerging segments in clean technology, virtual reality and 3D printing. He attends the annual International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas and leads coverage of other influential technology conferences in the region. His work has appeared in American Banker, MSN Money, Sporting News and other national publications.

Chris Casacchia
Editor-in-Chief, Orange Coast Magazine

A former senior editor of the Los Angeles Times Magazine, Smith currently is editor-in-chief of Orange Coast, the market-leading monthly magazine of Orange County, Calif. Born in Birmingham, Alabama, and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Smith began writing professionally while a student at Pennsylvania State University in the late 1970s. His 15-year career as a newspaper reporter took him around the world, from the rural poverty of Southwestern Pennsylvania to Nevada’s Mustang Ranch bordello; from the riot-torn streets of Los Angeles to the revolutionary streets of Manila; from pre-glasnost Siberia to the then-new frontier of cyberspace. Smith now lives in Southern California.

Shelby Barone

Editor/Founder, OC Mom Blog

A mother of three, Shelby Barone is the founder of the original OC Mom Media and OC Mom Blog, the #1 Resource for families living and traveling to Orange County. A freelance writer, Shelby has been featured in 17 publications in Orange County. Shelby has expanded to include to the ultimate OC dining guide at ocmathondining.com, and broadcast videos at ocmomtv.com. OC Mom Media will continue to expand in 2015 with the launch of their new multimedia app ocmathomguide and travel website ocmathomtravel.com.

Ron Sylvester

Local Editor, Orange County Register

During more than 35 years as a journalist, Ron Sylvester has had lunch with Johnny Cash and looked into the eyes of the BTK Serial Killer. He’s covered a World Series, interviewed astronauts who have been to the moon and back and covered the famous Las Vegas Strip. In 2014, he launched a newspaper from scratch: the Los Angeles Register. It lasted five months but proved one of the most fun summers of his career. He’s currently Assistant Managing Editor of Local News, running the most-read section in the Orange County Register.

Join us for Business Wire's Media Roundtable and meet with some of Newport Beach's most prominent media outlets to discover how the changing nature of today’s newsrooms are impacting local journalists. You will participate in small group discussions with editors, reporters and writers from a variety of news outlets.

This event will be a great opportunity to develop new relationships and build upon existing ones with some of Newport's most influential media. Please bring your business cards and questions.

All Day Event:

0

Language:

English

Source URL: https://newsroom.businesswire.com/event/business-wire-local-events/newport-beach-media-roundtable-breakfast